Municipality teams issue 17 citations, seize foodstuff from hawkers

KUWAIT CITY, Dec 19 (KUNA): The Public Relations Department of Kuwait Municipality disclosed that the law enforcers and food inspectors unveiled a series of violations against hawkers on Monday, which consist of 11 food violations, two liquor violations, two parking-related violations, a traffic violation and a public property violation.

KUWAIT CITY, Dec 19 (KUNA): Authorities for necessary legal action.

The campaign is aimed at raising public awareness to prevent all kinds of accidents and violations that may lead to people's accidents.

The Public Relations and Media Department of Kuwait Fire Civil Defense (KFCD), Friday unveiled details about a campaign implemented in cooperation with the Kuwait Fire Services which is aiming to prevent workplace accidents and to raise awareness.

The campaign was launched as a preventive measure against all kinds of accidents and violations that may lead to people's accidents.

So far, 260 violations were issued among 130 hawkers in violation of 83 items of local legislation.

The number of resident violators among Syrian nationals in Kuwait has reached 8,000, reports Al-Anba daily.

According to security sources, more than 2,000 visas have been canceled in the past few months.
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